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    Abstract

        
            A new model of the higher symmetry of elementary particles is introduced ln which the eight known baryons are treated as a supermultiplet, degenerate in the limit of unitary symmetry but split into isotopic spin multiplets by a symmetry-breaking term. The symmetry violation is sscribed phenomenologically to the mass differences. The baryons correspond to an eight-dimensional irreducible representation of the unitary group. The pion and K meson fit into a similar set of eight particles along with a predicted pseudoscalar meson X/sup o/ having I = 0. A ninth vector meson coupled to the baryon current can be accomodated natarally in the scheme. It is predicted that the eight baryons should all have the same spin and parity and that pseudoscalar and vector mesons should form octets with possible additional singlets. The mathematics of the unitary group is described by considering three fictitious leptons, nu , e/sup -/ , and mu /sup -/, which may throw light on the structure of weak interactions. (D. L.C.)
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                    SYMMETRIES OF BARYONS AND MESONS

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Gell-Mann, M - Physical Review (U.S.)     Superseded in part by Phys. Rev. A, Phys. Rev. B: Solid State, Phys. Rev. C, and Phys. Rev. D
                            

                    The system of strongly interscting particles is discussed. with electromagnetism, weak interactions, and gravitation considered as perturbations. The electric current j/sub alpha /, the weak current J/sub alpha /. and the gravitational tensor THETA /sub alpha beta / are all well-defined operators, with finite matrix elements obeying dispersion relations. To the extent that the dispersion relations for matrix elements of these operators between the vacuum and other states are highly convergent and dominated by contribut.ons from intermediate one-meson states, relations like the Goldberger-Treiman formula and universality principles like that of Sakurai according to which the p meson is coupled approximatelymore » to the isotopic spin exist. Homogeneous linear dispersion relations. even without subtractions, do not suffice to fix the scale of these matrix elements: in particular, for the nonconserved currents. the renormalization factors cannot be calculated. and the universality of strength of the weak interactions is undefined. More information than just the dispersion rela tions must be supplied, for example, by field-theoretie models; the equal- time commutation relations of the various parts of j/sub 4/ and J/sub 4/ are considered. These nonlinear relations define an algebraic system (or a group) that underlies the structure of baryons and mesons. lt is suggested that the group is in fact U(3) x U(3), exemplified by the symmetrical Sakata model. The Hamiltonian density THETA /sub 44/ is not completely invariant under the group; the noninvariant part transforms according to a particular representation of the group; it is possible that this information also is given correctly by the symmetrical Sakata model. Exact relations among form factors follow from the algebraic structure. In addition, the approximate situation in which the strangeness-changing vector currents are conserved and the Hamiltonian is invariant under U(3) is considcred; refering to this limiting case as unitary symmetry.'' In the limit, the banyons and mesons form degenerate supermultiplets, which break up into isotopic multiplets when the symmetry-breaking term in the Hamiltonian is --turned on.'' The mesons are expected to form unitary singlets and octets; each octet breaks up into a triplet. a singlet, and a pair of strange doublets. The known pseudoscalar and vector mesons fit this pattern if there exists also an isotopic singlet pseudoscalar meson x/sup 0/. If unitary symmetry in the abstract is considered rather than in connection with a field theory, then, as an alternative to the Sakata model, the scheme of Ne'eman and Gell-Mann is four, which is called the eightfold way''; the baryons N. DELTA , SIGMA and XI form an octet, like the vector and pseudoscalar meson octets, in the limit of unitary symmetry. Although the violations of unitary symmetry must be quite large, there is a possibility of relating certain violations to others. As an example of the methods advocated, a rough calculation of the rate of K/sup +/ yields mu /sup +/ + v in terms of that of« less
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                    Mesonic eightfold way from dynamics and confinement in strongly coupled lattice quantum chromodynamics

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Francisco Neto, Antonio; O'Carroll, Michael; Faria da Veiga, Paulo - Journal of Mathematical Physics
                            

                    We show the existence of all the 36 eightfold way mesons and determine their masses and dispersion curves exactly, from dynamical first principles such as directly from the quark-fluon dynamics. We also give a proof of confinement below the two-meson energy threshold. For this purpose, we consider an imaginary time functional integral representation of a 3+1 dimensional lattice QCD model with Wilson action, SU(3){sub f} global and SU(3){sub c} local symmetries. We work in the strong coupling regime, such that the hopping parameter {kappa}>0 is small and much larger than the plaquette coupling {beta}>1/g{sub 0}{sup 2}{>=}0 ({beta}<<{kappa}<<1). In the quantummore » mechanical physical Hilbert space H, a Feynman-Kac type representation for the two-meson correlation and its spectral representation are used to establish an exact rigorous connection between the complex momentum singularities of the two-meson truncated correlation and the energy-momentum spectrum of the model. The total spin operator J and its z-component J{sub z} are defined by using {pi}/2 rotations about the spatial coordinate axes, and agree with the infinitesimal generators of the continuum for improper zero-momentum meson states. The mesons admit a labelling in terms of the quantum numbers of total isospin I, the third component I{sub 3} of total isospin, the z-component J{sub z} of total spin and quadratic Casimir C{sub 2} for SU(3){sub f}. With this labelling, the mesons can be organized into two sets of states, distinguished by the total spin J. These two sets are identified with the SU(3){sub f} nonet of pseudo-scalar mesons (J=0) and the three nonets of vector mesons (J=1,J{sub z}={+-}1,0). Within each nonet a further decomposition can be made using C{sub 2} to obtain the singlet state (C{sub 2}=0) and the eight members of the octet (C{sub 2}=3). By casting the problem of determination of the meson masses and dispersion curves into the framework of the the anaytic implicit function theorem, all the masses m({kappa},{beta}) are found exactly and are given by convergent expansions in the parameters {kappa} and {beta}. The masses are all of the form m({kappa},{beta}=0){identical_to}m({kappa})=-2ln {kappa}-3{kappa}{sup 2}/2+{kappa}{sup 4}r({kappa}) with r(0){ne}0 and r({kappa}) real analytic; for {beta}>0,m({kappa},{beta})+2ln {kappa} is jointly analytic in {kappa} and {beta}. The masses of the vector mesons are independent of J{sub z} and are all equal within each octet. All isospin singlet masses are also equal for the vector mesons. For each nonet and {beta}=0, up to and including O({kappa}{sup 4}), the masses of the octet and the singlet are found to be equal. But there is a pseudoscalar-vector meson mass splitting given by 2{kappa}{sup 4}+O({kappa}{sup 6}) and the splitting persists for {beta}>0. For {beta}=0, the dispersion curves are all of the form w(p-vector)=-2 ln {kappa}-3{kappa}{sup 2}/2+((1/4)){kappa}{sup 2}{sigma}{sub j=1}{sup 3}2(1-cos p{sup j})+{kappa}{sup 4}r({kappa},p-vector), with |r({kappa},p-vector)|{<=}const. For the pseudoscalar mesons, r({kappa},p-vector) is jointly analytic in {kappa} and p{sup j}, for |{kappa}| and |Im p{sup j}| small. We use some machinery from constructive field theory, such as the decoupling of hyperplane method, in order to reveal the gauge-invariant eightfold way meson states and a correlation subtraction method to extend our spectral results to all H{sub e}, the subspace of H generated by vectors with an even number of Grassmann variables, up to near the two-meson energy threshold of {approx_equal}-4 ln {kappa}. Combining this result with a previously similar result for the baryon sector of the eightfold way, we show that the only spectrum in all H{sub {identical_to}}H{sub e}+H{sub o} (H{sub o} being the odd subspace) below {approx_equal}-4 ln {kappa} is given by the eightfold way mesons and baryons. Hence, we prove confinement up to near this energy threshold.« less
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                    Dynamical eightfold way mesons in strongly coupled lattice QCD

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Neto, Antonio; O'Carroll, Michael; Faria da Veiga, Paulo - Physical Review. D, Particles Fields
                            

                    We consider a 3+1 lattice QCD model with three quark flavors, local SU(3){sub c} gauge symmetry, global SU(3){sub f} flavor symmetry, in an imaginary-time formulation and with strong coupling (a small hopping parameter {kappa}>0 and a plaquette coupling {beta}>0, 0<{beta}<<{kappa}<<1). Associated with the model there is an underlying physical quantum mechanical Hilbert space H which, via a Feynman-Kac formula, enables us to derive spectral representations for correlations and obtain the low-lying energy-momentum spectrum exactly. Using the decoupling of hyperplane method and concentrating on the subspace H{sub e} subset of H of vectors with an even number of quarks, we obtainmore » the one-particle spectrum showing the existence of 36 meson states from dynamical first principles, i.e. directly from the quark-gluon dynamics. The particles are detected by isolated dispersion curves w(p-vector) in the energy-momentum spectrum. Besides the SU(3){sub f} quantum numbers (total hypercharge, quadratic Casimir C{sub 2}, total isospin and its 3rd component), the basic excitations also carry spin labels. The total spin operator J and its z-component J{sub z} are defined using {pi}/2 rotations about the spatial coordinate axes and agree with the infinitesimal generators of the continuum for improper zero-momentum meson states. The eightfold way meson particles are given by linear combinations of these 36 states and can be grouped into three SU(3){sub f} nonets associated with the vector mesons (J=1, J{sub z}=0, {+-}1) and one nonet associated with the pseudoscalar mesons (J=0). Each nonet admits a further decomposition into a SU(3){sub f} singlet (C{sub 2}=0) and an octet (C{sub 2}=3). For {beta}=0, the particle dispersion curves are all of the form w(p-vector)=-2ln{kappa}-3{kappa}{sup 2}/2+(1/4){kappa}{sup 2}{sub j=1}{sup 3}2(1-cosp{sup j})+{kappa}{sup 4}r({kappa},p-vector), with p-vector(set-membership sign)(-{pi},{pi}]{sup 3} and |r({kappa},p-vector)|{<=}const. For the pseudoscalar mesons, r({kappa},p-vector) is jointly analytic in {kappa} and p{sup j}, for |{kappa}| and |Imp{sup j}| small. At {beta}=0 the meson masses are given by m({kappa})=-2ln{kappa}-3{kappa}{sup 2}/2+{kappa}{sup 4}r({kappa}), with r(0){ne}0 and r({kappa}) real analytic; for {beta}{ne}0 the nonsingular part of the mass, m({kappa},{beta})+2ln{kappa}, is jointly analytic in {kappa} and {beta}. For a fixed nonet, the mass of the vector mesons are independent of J{sub z} and are all equal within each octet. All singlet masses are also equal for the vector mesons. For {beta}=0, up to and including O({kappa}{sup 4}), for each nonet, the masses of the octet and the singlet are found to be equal. All members of each octet have identical dispersions. Other dispersion curves may differ. Indeed, there is a pseudoscalar, vector meson mass splitting (between J=0 and J=1) given by 2{kappa}{sup 4}+O({kappa}{sup 6}) at {beta}=0, analytic in {beta} and the splitting persists for {beta}<<{kappa}. Using a correlation subtraction method, we show the 36 meson states give the only spectrum in H{sub e} up to near the two-meson threshold of {approx_equal}-4ln{kappa}. Combining our present result with a similar one for baryons (of asymptotic mass -3ln{kappa}) shows that the model does exhibit confinement up to near the two-meson threshold.« less
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                    Eightfold way from dynamical first principles in strongly coupled lattice quantum chromodynamics

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Faria da Veiga, Paulo; O'Carroll, Michael - Journal of Mathematical Physics
                            

                    We obtain from first principles, i.e., from the quark-gluon dynamics, the Gell'Mann-Ne'eman baryonic eightfold way energy momentum spectrum exactly in an imaginary-time functional integral formulation of strongly coupled lattice quantum chromodynamics in 3+1 dimensions, with local SU(3){sub c} gauge and global SU(3){sub f} flavor symmetries. We take the hopping parameter {kappa} and the pure gauge coupling {beta} satisfying the strong coupling regime condition 0{<=}{beta}<<{kappa}<<1. The form of the 56 baryon fields emerges naturally from the dynamics and is unveiled using the hyperplane decoupling method. There is no a priori guesswork. In the associated physical quantum mechanical Hilbert space H, spectralmore » representations are derived for the two-baryon functions, which are used to rigorously detect the particles in the energy-momentum spectrum. Using the SU(3){sub f} symmetry, the 56 baryon states admit a decomposition into 8x2 states associated with a spin 1/2 octet and 10x4 states associated with a spin 3/2 decuplet. The states are labeled by the quantum numbers of total hypercharge Y, total isospin I, its third component I{sub 3}, and the value of the quadratic Casimir of SU(3){sub f}; they also carry a label of total spin J and its z component J{sub z}. The total spin operators are defined using {pi}/2 rotations about the spatial coordinate axes and for improper zero momentum baryon states agree with the infinitesimal generators of the continuum. We show there is a partial restoration of continuous rotational symmetry which implies that all the octet (decuplet) masses are the same. For {beta}=0, the masses of the 56 baryon states have the form M=-3 ln {kappa}-3{kappa}{sup 3}/4+{kappa}{sup 6}r({kappa}), with r({kappa}) analytic. There is no mass splitting within the octet (decuplet). However, we find an octet-decuplet mass splitting given by 3{kappa}{sup 6}/4+O({kappa}{sup 7}). For {beta}=0, [M({kappa},{beta})-(-3 ln{kappa})], the non-singular part of the masses, is analytic in {kappa} and {beta} and the mass splitting persists for {beta}{ne}0. For spatial momentum p{ne}0, p=(p{sup 1},p{sup 2},p{sup 3})(set-membership sign)(-{pi},{pi}]{sup 3}, the 56 baryon dispersion curves have the form w({kappa},p)=-3 ln {kappa}-3{kappa}{sup 3}/4+{kappa}{sup 3}{sigma}{sub j=1,2,3}(1-cos p{sup j})/4+r({kappa},p), where r({kappa},p) is of O({kappa}{sup 6}). For the octet, r({kappa},p) is jointly analytic in {kappa} and in each p{sup j} for small |Im p{sup j}|. For each baryon, there is an antibaryon related to it by charge conjugation and with identical spectral properties. It is shown that the spectrum associated with baryons and antibaryons is the only spectrum in the subspace of H with an odd number of quarks, up to near the meson-baryon energy threshold of {approx_equal}-5 ln {kappa}. A new time reflection is found which is used to define a local spin flip symmetry. The spin flip symmetry, together with the usual parity, time reversal, and spatial {pi}/2 rotation symmetries and analytic implicit function arguments, are used to obtain these results. Our method extends to the SU(N){sub f} case to uncover (2N+2){exclamation_point}/[3{exclamation_point}(2N-1){exclamation_point}] baryon states and also to treat mesons. Coupling our baryon results with our similar results for the eightfold mesons (of asymptotic mass -2 ln{kappa}) shows that the model exhibits confinement up to near the two-meson threshold.« less
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                    A DYNAMICAL SCHEME FOR MESON-BARYON INTERACTIONS BASED ON SU$sub 3$ SYMMETRY

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Cutkosky, R; Kalckar, J; Tarjanne, P - Phys. Letters
                            

                    The forces between baryons and mesons that are predicted by Su/sub 3/ summetry (i.e. "unitary symmnetry") are investigated, in order to determine possible assignments of meson-baryon scattering resonances to SU/sub 3/ multiplets. Both vector and pseudoscalar mesons are ocnsidered. the triplet and octet models for reporesenting the SU/sub 3/ multiplets are outlined. the properties of physical particles (Y*. N*, etic. are compared with the prediction of the triplet and octet models. (T.F.H.)

                        
                            	https://doi.org/10.1016/0031-9163(62)90280-9
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